The Architecture of Learning Basic Course
CRN: 30245    Course #: EDUC 5614-01
Credits: 2    Tuition: $170
Enrollment Through Friends Ends: 08/18/2019
Architecture of Learning is an instructional design model developed from neurocognitive and educational research findings. It equips teachers to design instruction based on a thorough understanding of learning.

Learning Forward Standards: 1, 5
KEPPS Standards: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8
Book: The Architecture of Learning Basic Course
and The Architecture of Learning: Designing Instruction for the Learning Brain (9780984345908; Kindle and Nook versions also available) are both mandatory for all participants. Copies may be ordered from Make Way for Books via telephone (888-622-6932), email (julia@mwfbooks.com) or the internet (www.mwfbooks.com).

Materials Fee: N/A    Supplies: N/A
Pre-requisites: An acceptable undergraduate degree (e.g., a bachelor’s degree in education) that would qualify the student for entry into a graduate education program. Reading of the first six chapters of The Architecture of Learning: Designing Instruction for the Learning Brain (9780984345908; Kindle and Nook versions also available) prior to the first day of formal instruction (Submission of chapter summaries is one of the required assignments.)

Foundations & Frameworks Basic Course, continued
Book: Foundations & Frameworks Basic Training Course Book (all participants)
Foundations & Frameworks Toolbox (all reading teachers)
Foundations & Frameworks Basic Training Beginning Reading Supplement (for Grades K-2)
Selected pieces of children’s literature
Materials Fee: N/A    Supplies: N/A
Pre-requisites: An acceptable undergraduate degree (e.g., a bachelor’s degree in education) that would qualify the student for entry into a graduate education program. The Architecture of Learning Basic Course. (NOTE: This course is often taught as part of a 10-day course that includes both it and Foundations & Frameworks.)

Foundations & Frameworks Basic Course
CRN: 30246    Course #: EDUC 5615-01
Credits: 3    Tuition: $255
Enrollment Through Friends Ends: 08/18/2019
The course moves from foundations that argue for the priority of reading instruction to the full development of instructional reading units that address all critical elements of optimal development of student reading skills. Topics within the course include reading comprehension, visual tools, small groups, vocabulary, assessment, beginning reading (including phonemic awareness and phonics), instructional tools, and content area reading.

Learning Forward Standards: 1, 5, 6
KEPPS Standards: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

Book: The Writer’s Stylus Basic Course Book is mandatory for all participants. Copies may be ordered from Make Way for Books via telephone (888-622-6932), email (julia@mwfbooks.com) or online (www.mwfbooks.com). Recommended (Not Required) Resources for Additional Learning: A Writer’s Coach by Jack Hart (9781400078691) https://mwfbooks.com/Titles/view/7477; Writing Tools by Roy Peter Clark (9780316014991); Roy’s Writing Tools Podcast https://itunes.apple.com/us/itunes-u/roys-writing-tools/id380130686?mt=10

Materials Fee: N/A    Supplies: N/A
Pre-requisites: An acceptable undergraduate degree (e.g., a bachelor’s degree in education) that would qualify the student for entry into a graduate education program. Optional but recommended prerequisite: The Architecture of Learning Basic Course.

Writer’s Stylus: Transforming Substance to Significance
CRN: 30247    Course #: EDUC 5616-01
Credits: 2    Tuition: $170
Enrollment Through Friends Ends: 08/18/2019
The course moves from fundamentals of revising writing to effective strategies for teaching language mechanics, revision skills, genre, pre-writing tactics, and for coaching developing writers.

Learning Forward Standards: 1, 5, 6, 7
KEPPS Standards: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8